Campus Co-Lab - Recognising the value of ideas to make “what ifs” happen and build a better community
What is Campus Co-Lab?

Campus Co-Lab is a process, a space and a philosophy that students and staff can use to bring and implement their ideas to enhance the student experience on the Wellington Campus.

Why Campus Co-Lab?

Campus Co-Lab started at Massey University because we recognised the need for students to have more input into their experience. Campus Co-Lab is based on the belief that no matter what role in the university, a
student or staff member could have a good idea to improve student experience, they just needed a way to put it forward and develop it for the Massey University community. We wanted to evolve the traditional way the
university manages projects and to capitalise on the strengths of all the students and staff. We wanted to move on from just consulting a small group of students on their experience to co-creating this experience with them.
We wanted students to not only participate in the university community but to build this community together with staff.

Process
The Campus Co-Lab process is based on human-centred design principles (Abras, Maloney-Krichmar, &
Preece, 2004) which focus on the needs of the end user, iterative development and starting with affordable small-scale. It starts off with an idea being submitted into our online portal. The idea submitter
answers a few questions about the idea including what has inspired their idea and what features the
idea has.
After an idea is submitted a facilitator is assigned to the idea and they hold an initial meeting. The idea
submitter is asked to do some asking around, they talk to a few people and get some initial feedback on

their idea, plus they have the opportunity to recruit potential collaborators. The next phase in the Campus
Co-Lab Process is the formation of a dream team. We gather together students and staff who are interested
in the idea, who might have some knowledge of a related topic or who are just interested in collaborating.
After the group refines an idea the next stage is to test it with users. They do this in various ways, mostly it is
face to face with users rather than surveys or polls. Often at Campus Co-Lab this part of the process repeats
a number of times, teams will incorporate feedback into their idea and then go back out for more. The final
stage for ideas is implementation. The team starts to work on other important parts e.g. the costs.

Space
In a bold move to create a trully collaborative space the student association co-located with some student services in a large open plan office. The group includes staff from Career and Employability, Campus Recreation,
Student Life, Chaplaincy and the Student Association’s manager, clubs, events and advocacy. Student association’s executive members still have the separate office, to ensure their autonomy.
There are three meeting rooms and a large collaboration space for Campus Co-Lab and the co-located services to operate in. The space is dynamic and on any given day it can change from an open plan office to a meeting
room to a club activity venue. The doors have been removed so that anyone can come in freely any time. On a typical day you might find one of our Campus Co-Lab projects Koha Coffee providing hospitality to passing
students for a small donation. Next to them, based at a white conference table, a group of students are working through a problem on one of the large moveable whiteboards. Over on the sofas staff gather for an orientation
planning meeting. The space was designed to be multipurpose, moveable and to encourage collaboration and inclusion.
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Philosophy
Each project is assigned a facilitator that guides project leaders and collaborators through the idea development process outlined above. Our lessons learnt and principles (outlined below) has now permeated to those who
have been in contact with Campus Co-Lab and other departments have started using the same principles. A revamp of our main café was influenced by student input, the library sourced student feedback in an iterative
way when they started hiring out device chargers, a student forum is being run in a more collaborative way – those are just few examples of how things have changed on our campus. Staff are utilising students’ expertise on
campus through creating paid internships within Massey projects. Campus Co-Lab has got others thinking about their users and how to work alongside them.

Lessons learnt

Examples of projects

Our principles

• Be creative with funding. “Quick and cheap” trials are important.

Fruit and Veggie Co-op
Give students and staff access to affordable and fresh fruit and
vegetable on Massey’s campus.

1. Users are involved throughout the whole process, from
beginning to end. This can take many forms including feedback
on prototypes, structured observations and actively involving 		
them in the project.
2. Everyone that leads or collaborates on a Co-Lab project is 			
treated equally regardless whether they are student or 				
staff. Their role at the institute does not determine the role 			
they play in a Co-Lab project.
3. No idea is a bad idea. It is the end users that decide on the
viability of an idea and the direction they want to take the
project towards.
4. The final outcome may not be the same as the initial idea’s
vision as the Co-Lab process is iterative and user focused. The		
idea then has the potential to morph into something very
relevant and substantial for students.
5. Failure is part of the Co-Lab process. The Co-Lab recognises
failure as a tool that influences the development of a project 		
and the evolution of a great idea.
6. More heads are better than one. Solutions are reached
together and diversity in project members provides a richness 		
to solutions.
7. The Co-Lab will provide equal opportunity for people to
participate in projects; no one will be turned away.
8. The Co-Lab assigns at least one facilitator to each project to
ensure that each project stays on track.

• Students like to voice their opinion, but surveys aren’t engaging.
• Developing iteratively impacts the idea and it is not possible to
hold to too many preconceived ideas about the end product.
• Structure is important. We have three staff overseeing operations
of Campus Co-Lab (two co-managers and a host). They are also
overseen by the governance group that consists of representatives
from both Massey University and Student Association.
• Having a brand enhanced Campus Co-Lab’s credibility. Because
of the ambiguous nature of Campus Co-Lab and its processes, the
consistent style and logo adds stability and helps communicating
the purpose.
• Unintentionally staff can be seen or behave as if they are the
leader of a project.
• Failure is part of the development rather than the end of a project
or an idea.

Bikes @ Massey
Create a shared bike system based at Massey for students and
even the wider community to use to get around the city.
Hia kai
Explore a way to provide students with a cheap, convenient and
healthy way to feed themselves.
Massey TV
Create and set up a student run TV station firstly on the Massey
Wellington Campus, with hopes it will one day be on all three
Massey University campuses.
Wā Collective
Give tertiary students access to free or subsided menstrual
products on campus.

• The nature of an academic year makes projects slower.
• People who have been exposed to the Campus Co-Lab process
started to approach their interactions with students differently.

Contact details		www.campusco-lab.com		
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